CONSIDERATION OF ISSUES RELATED TO REGIONAL PROJECTS/PROGRAMMES
I. Note by the secretariat

1. The strategic priorities, policies, and guidelines of the Adaptation Fund adopted by the CMP includes a provision for regional projects and programmes:

   13. Funding for projects and programmes will be available for projects and programmes at national, regional and community levels.

2. The operational policies and guidelines of the Adaptation Fund specifies that:

   10. [...] Adaptation projects can be implemented at the community, national, and transboundary level. [...] 

3. The strategic priorities, policies, and guidelines of the Adaptation Fund adopted by the CMP also states that:

   16. The decision on the allocation of resources of the Adaptation Fund among eligible Parties shall take into account: [...] 

   (e) Securing regional co-benefits to the extent possible, where applicable [...] 

   This is the only statement on a regional dimension in funding allocation in the strategic priorities, policies, and guidelines, and neither that document, nor the operational policies and guidelines, give any preference to funding regional projects and programmes compared to single-country projects and programmes. In its work, the Board has not made any decisions to such effect, either.

4. In its 13th meeting, the Adaptation Fund Board decided, as a temporary measure to:

   (a) Approve a cap of US $10 million for each country funded for support by the Adaptation Fund; and

   (b) Request the secretariat to present a proposal to the Ethics and Finance Committee on how regional projects or programmes would be considered within the cap of US $10 million per country funded for support.

   (Decision B.13/23)

5. In the 14th meeting, the secretariat presented the document AFB.EFC.5.6 “Consideration of country cap in the context of regional projects and programmes”. Following discussions, having considered the recommendation of the Ethics and Finance Committee, as orally revised, the Board decided to:

   (a) Establish an ad hoc working group, composed of the Chair and Vice-Chair, four members from the Ethics and Finance Committee and four members from the Project and Programme Review Committee, to consider the issues of regional criteria, country caps and the definition of regional projects/programmes;

   (b) Name the following members and alternate members to the ad hoc committee: Ms. Ana Fornells de Frutos (Spain) and Mr. Luis Santos (Uruguay), respectively Chair and Vice-Chair
of the Board, Ms. Kate Binns (United Kingdom), Mr. Yutaka Matsuzawa (Japan), Mr. Santiago Reyna (Argentina) and Mr. Peceli Vocea (Fiji) from the Ethics and Finance Committee; and Mr. Cheikh Ndiaye Sylla (Senegal), Mr. Jeffery Spooner (Jamaica), Ms. Angela Churie-Kallhauge (Sweden) and Mr. Amjad Abdulla (Maldives) from the Project and Programme Review Committee;

(c) Request the secretariat to send a letter to any accredited regional implementing entities informing them that they could present a country project/programme but not a regional project/programme until a decision had been taken by the Board, and that they would be provided with further information pursuant to that decision;

(d) Defer consideration of the proposal contained in document AFB/EFC.5/6 until the 15th meeting of the Board, noting the importance of a decision at the 16th meeting so that regional programmes can be approved;

(e) Request the secretariat to revise the document, elaborating on the following issues:

(i) The interim nature of the country cap, and relationship to the cap on Multilateral Implementing Entities;

(ii) Added value of regional approaches; and

(iii) Quality considerations in regional projects and programmes, and related project/programme review criteria.

(Decision B.14/25)

6. During the intersessional period between the 14th and the 15th meeting, the secretariat sent a letter as mandated by Decision B.14/25 (c). The secretariat also sought guidance from the ad hoc working group regarding the revisions that were expected following Decision B.14/25 (e), and received valuable inputs.

7. In the 15th meeting, the secretariat presented the revised document AFB/B.15/5, which was prepared as guided by the inputs from the ad hoc working group. Having heard the report of the secretariat on the country cap in the context of regional project/programmes, and the views expressed on it, the Board decided to:

(a) Request the secretariat to produce a revised paper that:

(i) Reflects the experience on regional projects and programmes gained by other agencies, such as UNEP, the GEF, the World Bank, the PPCR, as well as that of the regional development banks; and

(ii) Presents a proposal on the definition of regions in the context of regional projects and programmes;

(b) Consider the revised report of the secretariat as input for the Board’s development of a policy on the approval of regional projects and programmes at the Board’s 16th meeting.

(Decision B.15/28)
8. During the intersessional period after the 15th meeting, the secretariat conducted a literature and interview-based survey among other funds and agencies on their experience on regional projects and programmes, including Global Environment Facility (GEF) adaptation cluster managing the Least Developed Countries Fund (LDCF) and the Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF), as well as the GEF International Waters (IW) focal area team; the GEF Evaluation Office; United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Regional Seas Programme (RSP); United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); the Climate Investment Funds (CIF) Administrative Unit managing the Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) and hosted by the World Bank; the World Bank Independent Evaluation Group (IEG), the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB). The results of that survey are contained in the annex of the present document.

9. In the 16th meeting, the secretariat presented the revised document AFB/B.16/5, which drew on the results of the survey conducted among other funds and agencies. Having heard the report of the secretariat on the issues related to regional project/programmes, the Board decided to:

(a) Request the secretariat to prepare a revised paper that took into account the comments made during the discussion at the present meeting;

(b) Request the Project and Programme Review Committee (PPRC) to consider the revised paper mentioned above, excluding the issues of the effect of the 50 per cent cap on the MIEs and the granting of an additional US$ 5 million for regional projects;

(c) Request that the Ethics and Finance Committee (EFC) consider the revised paper mentioned above specifically with respect to the issues of the effect of the 50 per cent cap on the MIEs and the granting of an additional US$ 5 million for regional projects; and

(d) Taking into account the recommendations of the EFC and the PPRC, consider developing a policy on the approval of regional projects and programmes at its 17th meeting.

(Decision B.16/28)

10. The present document is prepared responding to the above request from the Board. New additions made to the document are presented in underlined font. Deletions are presented in strikethrough font.

II. Value added and additional challenges related to regional approaches

11. The experiences on success of and additional challenges related to regional adaptation projects and programmes continue to be scarce, owing primarily to the fact that adaptation is still a new field, and only few regional adaptation activities have been completed and evaluated. Two examples of regional adaptation projects are presented in Annex III of the current document.

12. The survey conducted among other funds and agencies showed that many of the benefits and challenges in regional adaptation projects and programmes, compared to single-country activities, are related to management arrangements, and these are very different between different
projects and programmes, even within the same implementing agency. However, some general lessons learned can be highlighted, as follows.

**Transboundary issues**

13. The added value of implementing an adaptation project or programme regionally rather than nationally is most evident in cases where the adaptation challenge itself is a transboundary one, so that countries in the region face similar adaptation challenges, or where activities in one country have implications in another neighbouring country. Such transboundary adaptation challenges can be related e.g. to international waters (marine areas, lakes, rivers, ground water), mountain systems and their glacier dynamics, and agro-ecological zones. Other sectors of adaptation that have been targeted by regional activities include transportation and risk-sharing mechanisms. It should be noted, though, that transboundary resources and interests, such as ones related to international waters, may also be substance of transboundary political differences, which may be reflected in difficulties in project design and implementation (below).

**Regional climate observations and modelling**

14. A regional approach may be most suited to collecting, modelling or distributing information that is relevant at a higher geographical scale, such as regional remote-sensed data, hydro-meteorological stations, climate change scenario modelling, etc. Past regional projects have shown countries also benefiting from the establishment of databases and information systems. Respondents of the survey pointed to the fact that it may be easier for countries to share their national data through an “impartial” regional coordinating agency than directly between countries.

**Economies of scale**

15. A regional project or programme may bring about cost savings through leveraging regional capacities to address adaptation challenges that impact a number of countries in the region, and through the development and application of solutions that can be replicated in a number of countries simultaneously, such as arranging training courses, building capacity, and formulating policies and legislation. The level of such economies of scale is influenced by a number of factors, including similarity of the participating countries in the region, such as in terms of their adaptation challenges and their national adaptation priorities. Also the administrative and logistical arrangements of the overall project/programme coordination, and of the joint or replicated activities are crucial in realizing the economies of scale. Regarding coordination and management, a regional project could incur savings e.g. in terms of only conducting one audit for the regional project, instead of country-specific project audits. At the same time, there already exist experiences of cases where national coordination within a regional programme was not staffed and managed adequately, which led to poorer project results. Indeed, as highlighted below, in regional projects and additional level of regional coordination duties (between the implementing entity and the executing entity levels) is necessary, and it may require internationally-hired staff that incur salaries several times higher than those of national staff. The size of countries is a factor, too: the added value of regional approach may be relatively greater for groups of smaller countries in a region, or LDCs.

**Strengthening cross-learning and regional cooperation**

16. Participation in regional projects and programmes can bring about benefits that extend beyond the scope and duration of the individual project or programme. In past and on-going
regional activities, networks have been observed strengthened at the political and decision-making level, e.g. strengthening regional political consensus in the climate change negotiations, and at the technical level, facilitating direct exchanges among practitioners. Networks can function as media for cross-learning and facilitate further cooperation activities, including South-South cooperation.

**Additional challenges for regional projects and programmes**

17. While regional activities can have above benefits, it is evident both from the evaluative documentation and from the interviews with representatives of the surveyed institutions, that implementing a project or program regionally is typically much more complex than in a single country. Several institutions interviewed for the survey identified coordination as the main challenge in regional projects, and some respondents specified the capacity of the agency coordinating the regional activity a key factor. In regional activities, countries typically tend to move at different pace with one another, which cannot be completely avoided but has to be taken into account in project design, and carefully managed during project implementation. One respondent stated as a personal impression that if countries would be able to access the same amount of funding either through a regional project or a single-country project, with no clear additional regional benefit, “9 out of 10 countries” would choose a single-country project.

18. Regional projects and programs also have to reconcile between different national adaptation challenges and priorities, levels of readiness and implementation arrangements. The World Bank IEG cross-cutting evaluation of regional activities found that “programs dealing with issues where the interests of the countries are compatible” tended to be more successful than “those dealing with issues where interests are in conflict (such as the sharing of water resources) and requiring tradeoffs among countries”. Indeed, specifically addressing any political differences related to transboundary resources during project conception and development can be seen as prerequisite for mitigating risks for implementation. In comments made by respondents to the survey conducted for this document, the importance of coordination between participating countries’ line ministries, their ministries of foreign affairs and ministries of finance was highlighted as crucial. There have been instances where such coordination was neglected, which had led to serious disruptions in project implementation and even project cancellation. The World Bank IEG evaluation also referred to the importance of assigning costs and benefits among participating countries equitably and based on a consensus of the countries. The evaluation distinguished five design features that had “proved vital to regional programme success”:

(a) Strong country commitment to regional cooperation;

(b) The scope of objectives has to match national and regional capacities for regional programmes to deal effectively with the complex coordination;

(c) Clear delineation and coordination of the roles of national and regional institutions: What has generally worked best is reliance on national institutions for execution and implementation of program interventions at the country level, and on regional institutions for supportive services that cannot be performed efficiently by national agencies, such as coordination, data gathering, technical assistance, dispute resolution, and monitoring and evaluation;

(d) Accountable governance arrangements, which take time to establish but are essential to gaining country ownership; and
Planning for sustainability of program outcomes after external support ends. This has not been done consistently across regional programs. In a number of cases, countries have absorbed the cost of national-level activities, but they have shown little interest in paying for continued regional-level activities, except where those costs can be covered by self-generating resources.

19. The GEFEO Cluster Country evaluation of the support to OECS countries came to relatively similar conclusions and distinguished possible reasons for the lack of ownership of regional projects in participating countries, including, difficulties to align regional project objectives to national priorities; low visibility of regional project activities and outcomes at the national level; using inappropriate institutions and stakeholders; and lack of clarity of regional project objectives and outputs among national stakeholders. The evaluation also found that the development and approval times for regional projects were longer than single-country ones.

III. Specific value added of Adaptation Fund financing to regional approaches

20. It was suggested by the ad hoc working group that given the nature of Adaptation Fund funding to projects and programmes as grants covering full costs of adaptation, and the scale of resources available to countries, there might be some types of investment that the Adaptation Fund funding would be more relevant for, as compared to other types of investment. Indeed, the literature review conducted as part of the survey found that securing co-financing required by some other funds could be a particular challenge in a regional project. However, based on the survey, it is not possible to conclude which type of activities would best benefit from the Adaptation Fund principle of financing full costs of adaptation.

21. It was also suggested by the working group that given the overall objective of the Adaptation Fund to increase resilience at community, national and regional level, and the focus on vulnerable communities and groups, it might be possible to identify specific areas where the Fund could have a ground-breaking role. The Fund could identify priorities for adaptation investments, fill key gaps, and promote best practice. The survey conducted for this document did not ask respondents to outline possible future roles for the Adaptation Fund, and clear new ground-breaking areas were not identified during the survey.

22. With the growing portfolio of Adaptation Fund projects and programmes in all regions, synergies and cost-efficiencies may be found between individual single-country projects and programmes financed by the fund, and regional approaches financed by it. However, such synergies depend on the sector and type of project or programme, and therefore they could be seen as additional benefits rather than a mandatory precondition.

IV. Definition of “region”, “regional projects” and “regional programmes”

23. Apart from the UNEP Regional Seas Programme, which represents a specific type of division of the World’s seas, the other surveyed organizations do not have any pre-set definition of “region”. The World Bank IEG cross-cutting evaluation defined regional program as “an undertaking intended to accomplish one or more development objectives in three or more countries in the same Bank Region or contiguous Regions, and that involves cooperation or integration among the
participating countries. In the survey, no such regional adaptation program or project was identified that would have spanned more than one UN region. However, in the interviews respondents did not come up with any reason why proximate countries in adjacent regions could not form a regional project or program together. It is worth noting that the GEF managed funds also have a category for “global” projects, which is used for projects spanning very different countries in different regions. Such global projects have been used in cases where it has been beneficial to collect information or experience from different country circumstances.

24. The different organizations surveyed during the preparation of this document have somewhat different definitions for “project” and “programme”. Usually, a “project” is a set of activities, for which the funding decision is made at a single discernible point in time, and which is often described in detail in a single document. “Programme” can be used simply as a synonym for project, or represent different levels of hierarchical aggregation of projects, sub-programmes and other activities such as intergovernmental dialogue. Often, funding decisions for activities within a “programme” are made in sequence, and in some cases delegated from the body managing the funds to an implementing agency.

25. Based on the experiences of other funds and institutions, there does not seem to be any benefit for the Adaptation Fund Board to define specific regions in advance. Instead, a more dynamic definition for region, to be applied on a case-by-case basis might be preferred. For example, the Board might decide that regional projects and programmes are such projects and programmes that are implemented in a group of three or more countries in the same UN region or adjacent regions, which share similar adaptation challenges in the sector(s) that the proposed project or programme targets. The countries in a regional project or programme need not share a border in order to work together at the regional level.

V. Allocation of funds among countries to regional projects and programmes

26. In the 14th and 15th meeting, the Board discussed different options for allocating funds to regional projects and programmes but did not come to a conclusion.

27. Based on the survey conducted during preparation of this document, it seems to be widely agreed among various stakeholders that regional approaches can be instrumental in addressing certain adaptation challenges, and can be more suited to some challenges than single-country projects and programmes.

28. Based on the survey, it seems that it usually takes more time to develop a regional project or programme, but that in total there may be economies of scale available, which means that administrative costs need not be higher for regional activities. Therefore, it may not be necessary to incentivise development of regional projects and programmes within the Adaptation Fund by allocating more funds to administrative costs.

29. However, in relation to country caps, because of the inherent complexities and slower development times of regional activities, it may be necessary to incentivise development of regional projects and programmes by allowing separate funds for regional activities, over and above the normal country cap. At the same time, there may be a need to ensure that regional activities pooling funds from those available for a number of countries do not grow to a level of total budget that implementing entities are not able to easily manage. Further, based on the experiences from other
funds and institutions, it might be best to delineate the authority to implement regional activities with Adaptation Fund resources to Multilateral Implementing Entities (MIE) and Regional Implementing Entities (RIE) as a first step, until National Implementing Entities (NIE) develop adequate experience to perform in such function. Such implementing entities could be encouraged, when developing regional project and programme proposals, to identify and procure services of suitable and capable regional coordinating organizations undertaking regional projects as well as regional organizations. In terms of the Adaptation Fund funding structure, such coordinating agencies would be Executing Entities but within the regional project or programme would have specific responsibilities for regional coordination of the activities of other Executing Entities. Participation of accredited National Implementing Entities as Executing Entities in regional projects and programmes could help them develop experience and improve their readiness to implement regional activities at a later point.

VI. Quality considerations in regional projects and programmes, and related project/programme review criteria

30. All regional project and programme proposals should meet the normal review criteria for single-country proposals, for each of the participating countries. Some of the review criteria could be modified to better take into account the specific needs of regional projects and programmes, such as:

**Project / programme eligibility**

(a) Current criterion: 
*Does the project / programme support concrete adaptation actions to assist the country in addressing the adverse effects of climate change and build in climate change resilience?*

Suggested criterion for regional projects and programmes:
*Does the regional project / programme support concrete adaptation actions to assist the participating countries in addressing the adverse effects of climate change and build in climate resilience, and do so providing added value through the regional approach, compared to implementing similar activities in each country individually?*

(b) Current criterion: 
*Is the project / programme cost-effective?*

Suggested criterion for regional projects and programmes: 
*Is the project / programme cost-effective and does the regional approach support cost-effectiveness?*

**Implementation arrangement**

(c) Current criterion: 
*Is there adequate arrangement for project management?*

Suggested criterion for regional projects and programmes:
Is there adequate arrangement for project / programme management at the regional and national level, including coordination arrangements within countries and among them?

VII. RECOMMENDATION

31. The PPRC may wish to consider the above outlined issues, excluding the issue of whether to grant additional funding for regional projects, identified by the ad hoc working group and the secretariat and discussed by the Board in the 16th meeting, and recommend corresponding decisions to the Board, specifically, to:

(a) Decide to specify that regional projects and programmes in the context of the Adaptation Fund are understood to be such projects and programmes that are implemented by [Multilateral and Regional] Implementing Entities in [three two or more] countries in the same UN region or adjacent regions, which share similar adaptation challenges in the sector(s) that the proposed project or programme targets;

(b) Decide that the budget of a regional project or programme proposal should specify a breakdown of costs for activities per country within the budget, including both activities that are clearly assigned to a participating country, and activities that are not assigned in such a way, and an explanation of how the budget counts towards the country caps and the additional funds available for the regional project or programme;

(c) Decide that other costs than costs of country-specific activities within the project or programme, including administrative costs, would be divided among the participating countries for calculatory purposes in similar proportions as they receive funding for country-specific activities within the project or programme, and counted towards the cap of each participating country and the additional funds available for the regional project or programme; and

(d) Decide on specific review criteria for regional project and programme proposals, substituting the standard criteria as follows:

Project / programme eligibility

(i) Current criterion: Does the project / programme support concrete adaptation actions to assist the country in addressing the adverse effects of climate change and build in climate change resilience?

Suggested criterion for regional projects and programmes: Does the regional project / programme support concrete adaptation actions to assist the participating countries in addressing the adverse effects of climate change and build in climate resilience, and do so providing added value through the regional approach, compared to implementing similar activities in each country individually?

(ii) Current criterion: Is the project / programme cost-effective?
Suggested criterion for regional projects and programmes:
Is the project / programme cost-effective and does the regional approach support cost-effectiveness?

Implementation arrangement

(iii) Current criterion:
Is there adequate arrangement for project management?

Suggested criterion for regional projects and programmes:
Is there adequate arrangement for project / programme management at the regional and national level, including coordination arrangements within countries and among them?

32. The EFC may wish to consider the above outlined issues, specifically with respect to the issues of the effect of the 50 per cent cap on the MIEs and the granting of additional funding for regional projects and recommend corresponding decisions to the Board, specifically, to:

(a) Decide to request the secretariat to inform eligible countries and accredited Multilateral and Regional Implementing entities either:

(i) On the possibility to submit regional proposals from the 18th Board meeting. To that effect of developing such proposals, the countries as well as Multilateral and/or Regional Implementing Entities should interact with each other, and with suitable and capable organizations undertaking regional projects or regional organizations1; or

(ii) That the Board would not consider proposals for regional projects and programmes until the endorsed concept pipeline clears, or when the amount of funds committed to MIEs drops below a threshold of 40%2;

(b) Decide that when eligible countries and accredited Multilateral and Regional Implementing Entities are invited to submit proposals for regional projects and programmes, such projects and programmes can be granted [up to US$ 5 million each] [up to US$ 10 million] additional funds each, above the country caps, inclusive of administrative costs, to support the countries’ participation in such projects and programmes.

(c) Decide that when eligible countries and accredited Multilateral and Regional Implementing Entities are invited to submit proposals for regional projects and programmes, during an interim period, a country can receive funding only once from the additional funds above the country cap for its participation in a regional project or programme; and

(d) Decide that when eligible countries and accredited Multilateral and Regional Implementing Entities are invited to submit proposals for regional projects and programmes, such a regional project or programme cannot exceed [US$ 30 million] inclusive of administrative costs.

1 This option is aligned with the options (a) and (c) in the draft decision in document AFB/EFC.8/5.
2 This option is aligned with the option (b) in the draft decision in document AFB/EFC.8/5.
Annex I: Options for consideration of country cap in the context of regional projects and programmes (excerpt from document AFB/B.15/5)

Presentation of options

14. The main question in considering application of country caps in the context of regional projects and programmes is whether allocations within regional projects and programmes are equated to national projects and programmes or not.

15. In a regional project or programme, there would typically be two types of costs, ones that can be clearly assigned to activities in a given participating country, hereafter “country-specific costs”, and ones that cannot, “regional costs”. The way that the latter category of general or multi-country costs is dealt with influences how the above mentioned question on equating with single-country projects is addressed.

16. Regarding the question how country caps could be applied in the context of regional projects and programmes, the following options have been identified by the secretariat and illustrated in Figure 1 below:

(a) All costs of regional projects and programmes, both country-specific and regional ones, are divided among participating countries, and those shares are counted towards the cap of that country;

(b) The country-specific costs within a regional project or programme are counted towards the cap of that country but an additional allocation is granted for regional costs; and

(c) An additional allocation for all costs of regional projects and programmes is made possible by instituting a separate cap for regional projects and programmes. Such projects and programs could also include country-specific and regional costs.
17. There are two types of costs within the budget of a regional project or programme, which might be considered regional costs. First, costs arising from the need for general project or programme coordination at the regional level, which would be budgeted under execution costs. Second, costs arising from regional activities that address several countries simultaneously, e.g. arrangement of a regional workshop, or setting up a regional early warning system, and in which it might not be possible to differentiate the share of the participating countries. These latter activities would be budgeted under the project activities budget.

18. In the option (b), the additional allocation for regional costs can be made to allow higher execution costs, or higher project activities budget for regional activities, or both.

19. In the options (b) and (c), the most equitable way of setting an additional cap for regional activities might be through using country-specific additional caps, rather than regional additional caps.

20. In all of the options, there are two possible ways of dividing the regional costs.

(i) The regional costs can be divided in equal shares among the participating countries; or

(ii) The regional costs can be divided as shares proportionate to the countries’ country-specific cost allocation in the project or programme.

21. These options are presented below in Figure 2.
Additional allocation for regional projects and programmes

22. It was suggested by the ad hoc working group that if the Board would prefer to have an additional allocation for regional and strategic interventions (along option (c) above), it could identify priority areas that should be financed with such additional funding, and where the Fund could build up its own experience, possibly also including strategic research and analysis.

Evaluation of options

23. The option (a) might be the simplest and clearest solution, unless the Board decides to promote regional projects and programmes through additional funding. The advantage of this option would be that as funding through single-country and regional initiatives would not affect the total amount of funding the country could receive, any potentially distractive speculation would be minimized.

24. The option (b) would acknowledge that it may be more costly to manage a regional project or programme than a national one, and that a separate budget could be accommodated for regional activities. Such additional allocation could be set depending on the number of participating countries, as a percentage of the project budget. This would be relatively straightforward if such additional budget is only allowed for execution costs. If an additional cap would be made available also for regional activities in the project activities budget, it might be difficult to ensure that activities funded under such additional cap are truly “regional” and not country-specific (presented as regional to tap the additional cap).

25. The option (c) might be preferred if the Board decided to specifically promote regional projects and programmes. However, as mentioned in the introductory note by the secretariat above, the Board has not made such a decision thus far.
26. Whichever option would be chosen, it might be the most equitable solution to divide the regional costs in a pro-rated manner (Option 2). This would help to ensure that the benefit from the project or programme to the country would be in the correct proportion to how much of the potential funding under the cap it would be calculated to consume. To enable such a division to be done accurately, the project or programme budget should distinguish clearly and accurately, which part of the project activities budget is assigned to which country, and which part is for regional costs.

*Implementing Entity management fee*

27. As implementing entity management fees are calculated towards the country cap in the case of a single-country project or programme, in a regional project or programme it might be simplest to consider them regional costs, and divide them among the countries similar to other regional costs.
Annex II: Survey on lessons learned from regional projects and programmes, particularly on climate change adaptation, accrued by international funds and development banks

I. Background and methodology

1. This brief survey was conducted during October – November 2011 as mandated by the Adaptation Fund Board in its Decision B.15/28 (a) to:
   Request the secretariat to produce a revised paper that:
   (i) Reflects the experience on regional projects and programmes gained by other agencies, such as UNEP, the GEF, the World Bank, the PPCR, as well as that of the regional development banks; and
   (ii) Presents a proposal on the definition of regions in the context of regional projects and programmes;

2. The experiences on success of regional adaptation projects and programmes continue to be scarce. The IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) does not analyze in depth the options for regional projects and programmes. The Nairobi Work Programme Note by the secretariat “Synthesis of information and views on adaptation planning and practices submitted by Parties and relevant organizations” states that “Relatively few regional initiatives on adaptation were identified in the submissions. [...] Most projects are at an early stage of development or implementation, and centre on climate observation and monitoring, assessment, capacity building and awareness-raising.” While the synthesis note does not elaborate on specific benefits of regional approaches, it states that “At the regional level, barriers commonly identified by Parties include the need for political commitment, data access and compatibility, and ongoing support. It is especially important to harmonize climate monitoring and prediction and the development of global and regional data sets.”

3. The secretariat contacted the following organizations and funds in order to conduct the survey: Global Environment Facility (GEF) adaptation cluster managing the Least Developed Countries Fund (LDCF) and the Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF), as well as the GEF International Waters (IW) focal area team; the GEF Evaluation Office; United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Regional Seas Programme (RSP); United Nations Development Programme (UNDP); the Climate Investment Funds (CIF) Administrative Unit managing the Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) and hosted by the World Bank; the World Bank Independent Evaluation Group (IEG), the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB). Below, all of these are referred to as “organizations” for simplicity, even though they have different institutional set-ups. The secretariat conducted a semi-structured interview with most of the respondents. With other respondents, the exchange focused on particular issues only. Many of the respondents provided documents or links to documents that were helpful in understanding the organizations’ regional work. While there is not much ex-post (done after the finalization of a project or programme) evaluative information available on regional adaptation activities, a recent GEF Cluster Country Portfolio Evaluation carried out by the GEF Evaluation Office on GEF assistance to the Beneficiary Countries of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
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(OECS) during 1992–2011\(^4\) proved very useful, as the region has been part of the scope of the series of World Bank implemented regional adaptation projects in the Caribbean. In addition, though not focusing on adaptation activities, a cross-cutting evaluation of 19 regional projects and partnerships carried out by the World Bank IEG (2007)\(^5\) provided useful lessons learned on regional activities. The recent Evaluation of the Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF)\(^6\) did not look into the regional projects as compared to single-country ones but the information in the evaluation was useful in highlighting some general features.

II. Organization of regional activities by respondent organizations

4. “Regional activities” in this paper refers to any project, programme or other activity implemented simultaneously in more than one country in a coordinated manner. Some organizations use “regional approaches” as the umbrella term. There is no established terminology to clearly distinguish different types of activities across the surveyed organizations. While there is ambiguity, “programme” usually refers to a higher-level activity than “project”, similar to the Adaptation Fund definition of “programme”. In some cases, such as in PPCR and UNEP-RSP, the high-level framework in which activities are organized is called a “programme” (as is evident in the names), and within them there are “programmes” which are more operational and focused to certain purpose.

5. The surveyed organizations have very different starting points and approaches to convening countries to implement regional activities. In the case of the PPCR and UNEP-RSP, the regions have been defined as part of the design process of the whole programme. The PPCR implements adaptation activities in a number of countries on a single-country basis, and in two regions, in which there are single-country activities and regional activities. The inclusion of the two specific regions was a subjective decision that was influenced by the availability of funds for the whole programme and views of some of the donors that had a preference towards regional activities. In the UNEP-RSP, activities are organized according to 18 “regional seas”, each of which has its own Regional Seas Programme. Some but not all of those regional seas have an intergovernmental convention that is sets the framework for cooperation. The ADB divides its geographical area of operations into regions\(^7\), which organize the work of the Bank but do not constitute boundaries for designing and implementing regional projects.

6. In the GEF International Waters focal area, LDCF and SCCF, as well as in the World Bank, ADB and IADB regional activities in general, countries are grouped together based on the specific needs of each proposed regional program or project. Typically, countries in such regional activities belong to the same UN region but based on responses from the respondents, there is no technical reason for not being able to include neighbouring countries from adjacent UN regions. In most cases there does not

---


\(^7\) Central & West Asia, East Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific.
seem to be a minimum number for countries in a regional project, and several surveyed organizations have projects with two participating countries. In the SCCF portfolio regional projects have been developed that span both continental Asian countries and Pacific island countries. In the GEF and SCCF, however, there is also a category for “global” projects, which is used for projects spanning very different countries in different regions. Such global projects have been used in cases where it has been beneficial to collect information or experience from different country circumstances.

III. Definition of “regional project” versus “regional programme”

7. As mentioned above, there is no standard terminology for “projects” and “programmes” used across the organizations. In some cases, such as in the PPCR, “programme” is used in different meanings to show different levels of aggregation of activities: The whole PPCR is a “programme”. Within it, there are 9 country specific programmes and 2 regional programmes. Within each country-specific programme, there are a number of projects. Within each regional programme, there are a number of country-specific programmes and a “regional track programme”, and under both there are projects (country-specific and regional, respectively). In other cases, such as in the UNDP, there has been some ambiguity in the use of terms “project” and “programme”, sometimes interchangeably.

8. In the case of the GEF managed funds (GEF Trust Fund, LDCF and SCCF) “programme” refers to implementing projects as a part of “Programmatic Approach”, which is meant to be a partnership between country/ies, the GEF and other interested stakeholders, such as the private sector, donors and/or the scientific community. This approach is meant to secure larger-scale and sustainable impact on the global environment, than a single project would be able to achieve, through integrating global environmental objectives into national or regional strategies and plans using partnerships. In the programmatic approach, a programme usually contains several projects that are linked through common objective/s of the programme aimed to foster increased horizontal and vertical integration of global environmental issues into the country(ies) development agenda. For instance in the GEF International Waters focal area, regional programmes called “Investment Funds” have been implemented in different regions, and have typically included investments and knowledge management activities. There are two different approaches which can be applied based on the institutional structure of the agency implementing the programme. In cases where the institutional structure allows it, authority to approve projects within the programme can be delegated to the agency. It is important to note that there are not yet experiences of implementing regional adaptation programmes in the above meaning with funding from the GEF managed funds, and all the regional activities have been structured as projects, i.e. decisions on activities in all participating countries have been made as one package (regional project), with no delegation to the agency of authority to approve sub-activities during implementation. Nevertheless, the regional nature of such projects has made it necessary to adopt a tiered design, where various country specific activities are implemented within a region-wide framework. Such a complex design could be compared to what some other organizations call “programmes”. For example, the SCCF-funded and UNDP-implemented Pacific Islands Adaptation to Climate Change Project (PACC), addresses policy and community level objectives across various sectors, and
with a combination of regional and specific country deliverables at the outcome, output and activity levels.  

9. By contrast, the World Bank IEG evaluation of regional programmes defined regional programme as “an undertaking intended to accomplish one or more development objectives in three or more countries in the same Bank Region or contiguous Regions, and that involves cooperation or integration among the participating countries”. Then the evaluation continued to distinguish two broad types of programmes: “regional projects”, which are of fixed duration and financed by loans, credits, or grants, and “regional partnerships”, which tend to be open-ended and are entirely grant-financed.

IV. Perceived and observed benefits of regional activities

10. There is not much ex-post evaluation information on regional adaptation projects and programmes. Therefore, statements about the benefits and additional challenges associated with regional adaptation activities tend to draw on experience from regional activities in general.

11. The World Bank IEG evaluation “Development Potential of Regional Programs” (2007) looked at 19 regional projects and partnerships, out of total of some 100, during 1995-2005, and found that “regional programs offer substantial potential to achieve results on development issues that affect neighbouring countries”, and that “majority of the programs evaluated have been or appear likely to be effective in achieving most of their development objectives”.

12. Both the UNEP RSP, and the GEF International Waters focal area, are based on the understanding that their issue of focus, management of international water bodies, requires transboundary cooperation by its very nature, and both are organized regionally. The GEF IW focal area, for instance, does not finance any single-country activities, unless such an activity benefits a transboundary water body, either through improving management or limiting stress on water quality. The respondent from UNEP RSP mentioned that one of the benefits of the regional approach in projects that require compliance in the management of the shared resource is “peer pressure” that can motivate countries to achieve higher goals than they might achieve in a single-country project. This is important, as “free-riders” may otherwise erode the morale of other participating countries, too.

13. The GEFEO Cluster Country evaluation of the support to OECS found that the two regional adaptation projects, Caribbean Planning for Adaptation to Global Climate Change (CPACC) and Mainstreaming Adaptation to Climate Change (MACC) were the only completed projects in the whole cluster country portfolio that had “generated significant positive results in the OECS region”. The evaluation also notes that “CPACC and MACC contributed to regional unification and cooperation on adaptation issues, and both projects significantly raised the profile and awareness of climate change adaptation issues throughout the Caribbean, resulting in increased appreciation of climate change

---

According to UNDP respondents, the “programmatic” nature of the PACC project is further enhanced through an additional separate donor contribution to activities implemented within the same regional framework, and using the existing delivery mechanism to replicate and scale-up activities on the ground.
issues at the regional policy-making level.” Specifically, the evaluation mentions that the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) has recognized that the CPACC and MACC projects facilitated intra-regional cooperation in the preparation of a regional agenda for negotiations under the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol, which resulted in the development of a regional adaptation strategy, “Climate Change and the Caribbean: A Regional Framework for Achieving Development Resilient to Climate Change (2009-2015)”, adopted by the Heads of State in July 2009. Through the CPACC and MACC projects the Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre (CCCCC) was established: “A regional centre of excellence, the CCCCC coordinates the Caribbean region’s response to climate change and is the key node for information and regional policy on climate change issues and on the region’s response to managing and adapting to climate change”.

14. The GEFEO OECS evaluation also states that “Regional projects for SIDS have potential benefits, and certain environmental issues lend themselves easily to regional approaches, such as management of marine resources, and issues related to inter-state commerce. […] Highly technical issues such as biosafety and climate change monitoring and adaptation are also better adapted to regional approaches since national capacities and institutions are limited. Capacity building, training, formulation of frame policies and legislation are activities that can be more cost effective if offered through regional mechanisms. In addition, regional projects include the potential for reduced transaction costs, and efficiency of implementation arrangements in terms of the number of institutions interacting with the GEF Agency, although efficiency gains are not guaranteed.” And further: “In the OECS region, having to deal with one regional agency (e.g. the OECS Secretariat) – which already has some capacity for project management - instead of six national agencies with varying capacities is an attractive proposition for ensuring economies of scale. In addition, there are activities that lend themselves easily to regional approaches.”

15. The evaluation found also indirect benefits: “The regional GEF-funded projects were instrumental in facilitating the development of a regional position on climate change which was used in international negotiations related to the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol and led to the development of a regional climate change strategy. This would not have been possible using a country-level project approach. On the technical side, through the CPAAC project, participating countries were able to benefit from a regional sea level/climate monitoring network; the establishment of databases and information systems; an inventory of coastal resources etc. National capacities still remain limited in the OECS to undertake such technical activities.”

16. The recent evaluation of the Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF) did not consider the regional projects in the portfolio separately. All in all, the SCCF portfolio is relatively young, and only two projects, neither of which was regional, had been completed. Five out of the 35 projects in the portfolio are regional in scope, and two of them have started implementation while three have not, which does not differ from the situation with single-country projects. The operational guidance for the SCCF does not cite preference between regional and single-country projects. During the interview carried out for this survey, the SCCF secretariat staff mentioned as potential benefits of regional projects the following: geographic coverage, use of synergies (use of regional capacities, developing and adopting approaches that tackle a common or regionally recurring
problem), ability to address transboundary issues, and strengthening of coordination, cooperation, and knowledge sharing on issues of mutual interest.

17. The Pilot Program for Climate Resilience (PPCR) has started operations so recently that evaluations of operations are not available yet. At the program design stage, the benefits of regional programs were outlined in a guidance note on the regional programs⁹. The document states: “Regional PPCR pilots provide an opportunity to overcome many barriers to investment related to scale, resources, and capacity constraints of smaller single countries. Focusing on a regional grouping of smaller countries facing a similar set of climate risks/vulnerabilities will facilitate learning and replication of approaches to increase climate resilience across these countries, and with others in the region. Furthermore, a regional approach can share costs and ensure that benefits are more readily shared among participating countries, e.g. by taking advantage of economies of scale for developing and retaining relevant technical capacity on a regional level that would be too expensive to retain on a national level.” Specifically, the guidance note lists the following types of benefits from the regional approach:

(a) Support for and sharing of specialized expertise for addressing climate risks and impacts, including climate modelling efforts that may be too costly to pursue and/or are beyond the institutional capacity of each individual country.

(b) Increased institutional and financial resources for managing climate risks. This could include the establishment/strengthening of centres for climate monitoring and early warning systems.

(c) Development of risk sharing mechanisms, such as regional weather index-based insurance mechanisms which are more economically attractive if implemented at regional levels.

(d) Enhancement of replication of successful approaches and innovations across and beyond participating countries, including involvement of the private sector.

(e) Greater leverage of financial resources to finance/co-finance activities related to climate resilience (within PPCR strategic program and beyond).

(f) Identification of, and opportunity to, support adaptation measures requiring transboundary cooperation.

The guidance note also mentions strengthening of greater regional cooperation for environmental management and/or other development related issues as a possible additional benefit.

18. UNDP is one of the development agencies with largest adaptation related portfolios, particularly through its implementation of projects financed by the LDCF, SCCF, and under the Africa Adaptation Program financed by the Government of Japan. During the interview carried out for this survey, the UNDP technical experts on adaptation mentioned that regional activities are particularly suited to situations where countries in the region face similar adaptation challenges, or where activities in one country have implications in another neighbouring country. Also management of information, such as related to weather data and early warning systems, benefits from regional cooperation. Web-based solutions such as the Adaptation Learning Mechanism (www.adaptationlearning.net) can be used to facilitate this. It may be possible to benefit from economies of scale, when results are delivered more cost-effectively in a group of countries instead of those countries separately. For example, training regionally is cheaper: one training session can be used for a number of countries, which can also

⁹ Climate Investment Funds: Guidance Note on PPCR Regional Programs, April 6, 2009
foster countries learning from each other. While there often are networks of decision-makers among countries in a region, a regional project may help establish networks among technical adaptation experts, which can facilitate more practical exchanges. The increased interaction between countries both at the political level and at the technical level can have the indirect impact of helping build new activities regionally.

19. The regional adaptation portfolios of ADB and IADB have been launched relatively recently. For both, their role as the implementing agency for the PPCR regional programmes represents a major and new type of regional adaptation activity. Both have implemented also other regional adaptation projects but those have been typically smaller in size and focused on technical assistance. Their views of the benefits of the regional approach in adaptation were largely similar with those expressed by UNDP. Both underlined the potential role of regional centres of excellence in helping countries adapt. IADB mentioned capacity building, modelling of climate impacts, and access to adaptation technology among the areas most suited for regional activities.

V. Difficulties or additional challenges related to regional projects

20. From both the evaluative documentation and from the interviews with representatives of the above institutions, it is evident that implementing a project or program regionally is much more complex than in a single country.

21. The World Bank IEG evaluation noted that “it is a complex task to design regional programs so that they assign benefits and costs equitably among participating countries and effectively coordinate country and regional activities during implementation. These challenges explain why regional programs account for less than 3 percent of all international development support.” The evaluation also recognized that “Successful regional programs require consensus among participating countries on the distribution of program benefits and costs and strong country voice in governance arrangements. They need to clearly delineate and link national and regional institutions. They also need to mobilize adequate packages of grant, credit, and loan financing for the extended preparation and implementation typically required to achieve regional program objectives.”

22. The IEG evaluation found that “programs dealing with issues where the interests of the countries are compatible” tended to be more successful than “those dealing with issues where interests are in conflict (such as the sharing of water resources) and requiring tradeoffs among countries”. However, across both types of programmes, the evaluation distinguished five design features that have “proved vital to regional programme success”:

(a) Strong country commitment to regional cooperation;

(b) The scope of objectives has to match national and regional capacities for regional programmes to deal effectively with the complex coordination;

(c) Clear delineation and coordination of the roles of national and regional institutions: What has generally worked best is reliance on national institutions for execution and implementation of program interventions at the country level, and on regional institutions for supportive services that cannot be performed efficiently by national agencies, such as coordination, data gathering, technical assistance, dispute resolution, and monitoring and evaluation;
Accountable governance arrangements take time to establish but are essential to gaining country ownership; and Planning for sustainability of program outcomes after external support ends has not been done consistently across regional programs. In a number of cases, countries have absorbed the cost of national-level activities, but they have shown little interest in paying for continued regional-level activities, except where those costs can be covered by self-generating resources.

23. The GEFEO Cluster Country evaluation of the support to OECS came to relatively similar conclusions, and found that “while regional approaches remain relevant, regional cooperation has to be country driven and not in response to an external agenda”. Further, “the effectiveness of a regional approach can be diluted by the number of participating states, and the type of capacities available to deliver the project at the regional and national levels”. During the OECS evaluation stakeholders attributed limited ownership of regional projects to:
   (a) The difficulty of aligning global and regional projects objectives to national priorities;
   (b) Low visibility for regional projects activities and outcomes at the national level;
   (c) Institutions and stakeholders involved in the projects activities and outcomes are not necessarily the right ones, or stakeholder involvement is not sufficiently comprehensive;
   (d) The relevance of projects objectives and outputs are not always clear to national stakeholders.

24. The GEF OECS evaluation also noted that “In cases where GEF funded efforts have clearly been driven by OECS national stakeholders, there is a greater sense of stakeholder ownership, which is one of the critical elements for achieving and sustaining results.” The evaluation also found that “there are trade-offs to be made when project implementation arrangements are designed, particularly for complex regional projects involving many stakeholders in multiple countries. Leveraging regional institutions as executing organizations […] can create additional layers of administration […], but can also contribute to effectiveness and efficiency if lines of communication are well-established, project management is well designed, adequately resourced, executed as planned, and adaptive management is applied.”

25. The OECS evaluation also notes longer development and approval times for regional projects: for regional Full-Sized Projects, it took 23 months to move from project entry into work program to implementation start and for Medium-Sized Projects it took 14 months. The longer time required to set up a regional activity was mentioned also several of the respondents to the current survey.

26. In the interviews conducted for this survey, the UNDP technical experts and the GEF secretariat team working with the Special Climate Change Fund, as well as ADB and IADB representatives cited coordination between countries as the main challenge with regional projects. Different regional projects and programmes have adopted different solutions to coordination: multilateral agencies implementing the regional activity may coordinate the activities between countries, or a separate regional coordinating agency may be contracted to carry out this task. Several respondents added that the capacity of the entity coordinating the regional activity is crucial. Also, there are usually faster and slower progressing countries within a regional programme, and slowness of some
countries can deteriorate the overall atmosphere within the programme. Slowness can sometimes be attributed also to lack of political consensus among countries on the project objectives or implementation, or to institutional issues within countries. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to ensure the commitment of participating countries before project/programme approval both formally and informally. Even when such commitment exists, respondents stressed the need for constant monitoring and troubleshooting at country and local levels during project implementation, and ability to adapt solutions from faster-moving countries to the slower ones. In the PPCR, the single-country programs within the regional programs have evidently been prioritized by the countries, and the regional track activities have experienced considerable delays. In some cases, countries in the same region have considerably different situations, and this may contribute to tardiness of starting the regional track activities. Travel and regional communication is also relatively costly, which can at least partly offset the economies-of-scale related benefits of regional activities. It was also noted that adding a level of regional coordination would typically require internationally-hired technical staff that are significantly more costly than national experts. On the other hand, having an “impartial” regional coordinating agency may be beneficial for activities that involve strong national interests, such as sharing data on resource use or the state of the environment.

VI. Allocation of resources to regional projects and programmes

27. There does not seem to be any systematic way of allocation of regional funding, or ceilings for such funding, in place among the surveyed institutions, apart from the PPCR where levels of funding for the regional programmes were decided as part of the overall programme design process. In the SCCF, for instance, availability of funds for both single-country and regional projects is determined by the dynamic process of funds flowing into the Fund through voluntary contributions from donors, and funds being committed to projects.

28. Among the interviewed organizations, the most typical way of allocating funding among participating countries in a regional project seems to be through a consultative process which takes into account the specific perceived needs of each country, and leads to agreeing on allocations. According to the UNDP, other possible ways include even allocation and providing funding to a country contingent on its performance, and achieving specific milestones triggers subsequent financing tranches. Also the costs for regional coordination differ between programmes: In one UNDP regional programme, a lump sum has been granted to the coordinating agency, while in another, budget for coordination of the regional activities are embedded in the country-specific activities.

29. The administrative costs for regional activities are likely to differ from that of single-country activities but the respondents presented arguments both ways: that economies of scale could be achieved by implementing activities in several countries simultaneously or in sequence, and that regional activities would require more funds for the additional level of administration and for travel and communication. This survey does not enable to conclude, whether and in which case the net effect is positive. However, none of the organizations surveyed quoted different maximum rates of administrative costs for regional projects than for single-country ones.
VII. Other lessons learned from regional activities

30. The majority of experience on designing and implementing regional adaptation projects comes from Small Island Developing States (SIDS), and particularly from the Caribbean region. Such countries have relatively many similar features with one another in terms of adaptation challenges, while there are also marked differences between countries, and because they are small countries, their individual funding allocations from conventional sources have been relatively small. These factors have promoted pooling funds into regional projects which makes management easier and may reduce transaction costs. However, as regional adaptation activities in other types of regions are mostly just beginning, drawing only on the SIDS example may lead to bias. Indeed, it was pointed out by some of the surveyed organizations that it might be easier to find more common adaptation challenges in groups of countries sharing terrestrial borders than it is in island states (e.g. shared water bodies, cross-border migration and resources use, or cross-border impacts of local action), and that logistics would be a lesser challenge in continental settings.

31. The main recommendation of the OECS evaluation was: “The design and implementation of future regional projects in SIDS should be based on a participatory, stakeholder-driven process, and include tangible, on-the-ground activities in participating countries as well as adequate resources for coordination.”

The OECS evaluation stresses that participation does not mean simply holding multiple stakeholder consultation meetings, but that the process must be truly stakeholder owned and driven. The evaluation also encourages extensive analysis to assess technical and operational risks, and appropriately analyze barriers. “Such an approach is necessary particularly in the context of a regional approach where project participants are separated geographically and there is not regular face-to-face communication. While regional project design periods should not be unnecessarily extended, significant time may be required to ensure a satisfactorily participatory design process to build and secure stakeholder ownership in multiple countries.” Data collected during the OECS evaluation indicated that in some cases regional projects did not reflect the priorities of each individual participating country. The evaluation cautioned using a one-size-fits-all regional approach in a situation where countries have different institutional and technical capacities.

32. The OECS evaluation noted that regional projects in the region demanded strong coordination and communication across geographic, national, and institutional boundaries, and that it might be “a resource intensive exercise” to effectively engage a wide range of stakeholders with varying capacities. The evaluation also pointed to challenges in regional project execution at the country level, where the same national agencies whose absorptive capacities are already limited are responsible for several projects.

33. The funding decisions of all the organizations surveyed for this document are guided by the national priorities of the recipients. In the case of regional activities, some of the organizations pay attention to regional commitments, too, such as inter-ministerial declarations. As a particular example, the UNEP RSP is structured around the intergovernmental regional seas conventions. In other cases, regional political agreements are taken into consideration but are not considered at the same level as national priorities. However, there are also intermediate situations, for example when the
National Adaptation Programme of Action (NAPA) of countries refer to a geographic entity or resource with transboundary dimensions.

VIII. Conclusions

34. Even though the experience on regional climate change adaptation projects and programmes is still limited, some general lessons learned can be extracted from the work of several international funds and agencies. There is, however, more experience on regional activities in other sectors, such as international waters, and part of that experience can be applied to climate change adaptation.

35. While there is added value in implementing adaptation activities regionally, that added value depends on the adaptation challenge to be addressed, and the characteristics of the countries that participate in the activity. As mentioned above, some types of activities lend themselves more readily to a regional approach, especially ones addressing management of transboundary resources; replication of solutions suited to similar challenges and circumstances in neighbouring countries; and regional climate observations, data management and modelling.

36. In some types of regional activities, cost-savings can be achieved through economies of scale, as activities are implemented simultaneously or through replication. However, there are also factors offsetting the savings, such as higher costs of coordination, travel and communication. In general, it has not been considered necessary to allow larger budget share for administrative costs in regional activities.

37. It is evident that designing and implementing activities regionally is more challenging and time-consuming than that of single-country ones. The funds and agencies that have regional adaptation activities in their portfolios, have promoted them in different ways, to achieve perceived added value, either by ensuring inclusion through design (PPCR, UNEP RSP), by funding regional activities exclusively (GEF International Waters focal area), or through highlighting the benefits to countries through consultative processes.

38. The role of the coordinating agency and coordination arrangements in a regional project or programme is crucial, and the capacity of the agency can be a limiting factor. The process of identifying a suitable and competent agency is therefore important. As regional projects often require alignment with the participating countries’ foreign policy, support at the design stage should not only be ensured from all participating countries’ line ministries but also their ministries of foreign affairs. Failure to do so has led to cases where project implementation has been delayed, or where a country has withdrawn from an approved project.

39. There are no commonly used definitions for regions in the context of regional projects and programmes among other funds and agencies, and there appear to be no evident reasons why the Adaptation Fund should pursue to use ones. Most other organizations use a flexible approach, in which the countries can be grouped across any regional and sub-regional borders, and the focus is on what is most applicable for the project or programme in question, considering its objectives.
Annex III: Case examples of regional adaptation projects

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF PILOT CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION MEASURES IN THE ANDEAN REGION
Countries: Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru
Project duration: 2008-2012
Source of funding: Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF)
Implementing agency: The World Bank
Budget: GEF total cost US$ 8,888,000, co-financing total US$ 21,750,000.

Millions of people throughout the Andes region depend on runoff from glacial melting in the highlands for their daily fresh water needs. As Andean glaciers are projected to rapidly recede over the coming years, fresh water access will be severely strained in the region, threatening agriculture, hydropower generation, and public health. The GEF has financed, through the SCCF, a project that will implement measures to meet the anticipated consequences of the catastrophic glacier retreat induced by climate change.  

The activities funded by this project include the updating of local and national water management policies, plans to address the long-term impacts of climate change and receding glaciers on water availability, and concrete adaptation pilots to demonstrate how climate change impacts can be integrated into practical development activities across the Andes. Also, funding is provided for an improved system to monitor the state of glaciers and its impacts on the hydrological cycle in the region. Among the pilots being implemented is a new drinking water supply system in Quito, including developing an alternative drinking water source, implementing an integrated monitoring and management system for the catchments supplying the city’s water, improving the efficiency of the city’s water distribution network, and reducing consumer demand through campaigns and awareness raising. Another pilot, in Peru, targets agricultural production planning and includes measures such as testing and promoting crops that are less water-demanding, demonstrating more water-efficient land and water management practices, and export promotion of new and more drought-resistant crops.

While the project is on the track of becoming the first regional network of glacier monitoring stations in the Andes according to information provided by the GEF, the GEF Evaluation Office notes in its recent evaluation that “[…] country commitment varies between the three participating countries directly impacting project implementation. While the project enjoys full support in Peru and progress towards expected results is satisfactory, a lesser degree of country commitment can be seen in Ecuador and especially Bolivia leading to delays and, in the case of Bolivia, serious impediments to the implementation process as a whole.”

10 GEF (2009) Financing Adaptation Action
11 Ibid.
PACIFIC ISLANDS ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECT (PACC)

Countries: Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, and Vanuatu
Project duration: 2008-2012
Source of funding: Special Climate Change Fund (SCCF), the Government of Australia.
Implementing agency: UNDP
Budget: GEF total cost US$ 14,822,500, co-financing total US$ 44,703,799, additional grant funding from Australia US$ 7,800,000.

The potential magnitude of the climate change problem threatens the very existence of some Pacific Island States, and the achievement of sustainable development and Millennium Development Goals. Key impacts include destruction of coastal resources and infrastructure as a result of sea level rise, storm surges, and increased frequency of tropical cyclones; diminishing fresh water resources as a result of reduced rainfall and sea water intrusion into aquifers; and reduced agricultural yields owing to lower and more variable rainfall patterns that lead to increases in drought and flooding episodes.\(^{14}\)

The PACC Project will address the lack of practical experience in adaptation in the Pacific region and will provide the foundation for effective and efficient future investment on climate change adaptation. As many of the countries in the region face similar issues related to climate change, the project is based on a regional cooperative model in which each of the participating countries focuses on one specific approach to adaptation in one of three key development sectors targeted by the project: coastal management (Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Samoa, Vanuatu); food production and food security (Fiji, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands); and water (Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Tonga, Tuvalu). Lessons learned from the individual country pilots will subsequently be captured and disseminated across the region along with more overarching capacity-building activities, both nationally and regionally. The project in Vanuatu will demonstrate how climate change risks can be taken into consideration when redesigning and relocating local roads. In Solomon Islands the project will focus on climate-resilience of subsistence food production systems on small isolated islands. In Nauru the project will focus on providing alternative water resources and water storage facilities for a raised atoll island. The collective effect of these national pilots will be a comprehensive, cross-cutting set of regionally relevant adaptation pilot experiences.\(^{15}\)

According to the UNDP, when vertical finance is to be channeled to multiple countries based on a single proposal (or “project”), the PACC Project (the initiative is currently financed by GEF/SCCF and the Government of Australia) is a useful model to consider. In this particular case, each country that receives SCCF/AusAid finance for in-country activities selects a national entity that is responsible for day-to-day implementation based on a workplan and budget. Each country undertakes its work under the guidance of a national steering committee, which also services to ensure coordination with other national and sub-national level climate change initiatives. A regional institution (which in the case of the PACC project is the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme – SPREP), through a Regional Project Management Unit provides technical assistance to the in-country teams to achieve country level results. The regional team plays a role in providing day-to-day project management services, tracking progress and deviations of country level activities, ensuring that implementation challenges at

\(^{14}\) GEF (2009) Financing Adaptation Action
\(^{15}\) Ibid.
the country level are addressed, monitoring and addressing external and internal project risks and reports to UNDP and stakeholders on progress. The regional team is held accountable itself for specific deliverables such as knowledge codification and dissemination, where there are economies of scale and efficiencies to be gained by having a single, centralized entity providing those services. Planning for country level activities as well as regional specific initiatives is done, as per standard practice with UNDP-supported projects, in a multi-year framework, which are based on quarterly and annual plans. The regional team, working with national level partners also consolidates information from the 14 country implementation process plus the regional components.\(^{16}\)

UNDP, in its role as the GEF Implementing Agency, provides quality assurance through its 3-tiered quality assurance system, whereby technical and financial oversight is conducted by UNDP staff at the country, regional, and headquarters levels. Quality assurance is achieved through regular (quarterly, annual) monitoring of both the regional and country level activities, trouble-shooting and working with all partners to put remedial measures in place, when and where necessary.

According to the UNDP staff, regional projects are, by their very nature, complex. As country specific needs and capacities vary, implementation of regional projects does tend to be challenging as each country tends to work at different speeds. A lot of tailored support to countries is often requested by countries on an ongoing basis. Strong oversight and monitoring is also important to ensure that bottlenecks at all levels are identified in advance and measures put in place to overcome them. During the initial period of the SCCF/AusAid PACC project, it had been challenging to build national capacity in each country such that project implementation could advance smoothly in each country. A lesson learned is that capacity building support is frequently requested given changing institutional structures and personnel at the national and regional level. Regional projects, like national ones, also equally benefit from having a regional-level multiyear work plans that are fully integrated with the national level work plans. This type of work planning has proved to be a key tool for the success of the PACC project, which is now attracting finance from bilaterals such as Australia. Also, in-country technical support visits were seen as crucial.\(^{17}\)

\(^{16}\) Interview with PACC project team, October 2011

\(^{17}\) Ibid.